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1 Introduction
Over the past decade an increasing number of cities around the world have
adopted bike-sharing systems. A bike-sharing system is a public service in
which bicycles are made available for shared use to individuals on a short term
basis. Typically, bikes are stored in rack stations. People rent a bike at a cost to
travel around the city, and drop it back at either the same rack station or at a
different one.
The Velib system in Paris, started in 2007, is a success story with more than
50 millions trips in its first two years of service [21]; in 2014 more than 800 cities
across the globe had similar bike-sharing systems.
One of the main issues of bike-sharing systems is ensuring the availability
of the bikes. In fact, during peak hours, flows along particular direction are
registered, leading to high risk of empty racks in departure stations, and full
racks at destination. Both represent a disservice, and may even prevent people
to use the system, since the users are forced to spend time in searching for
alternative stations in the neighbourhood.
One of the solutions chosen by many operators is to iteratively rebalance
the system by means of a fleet of dedicated trucks: transportation demand is
forecast, and bikes are picked up from stations where congestion is expected,
and delivered to those expected to become empty. Due to the high costs of
running trucks in a urban environment, efficient rebalancing operations are a
key factor for the success of the whole system. Unfortunately, such operations
require to solve very hard optimization problems.
In this paper we face a Split Pickup and Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem
(SPSDVRP) arising on such a bike-sharing system. We assume that it is given
a homogeneous fleet of vehicles of limited capacity, a network of stations, the
travel cost and time between them, a forecast of transportation demand and
a current status of the network, expressed in terms of desired (resp. currently
available) number of bikes at each station.
The SPSDVRP requires therefore to find a route for each vehicle, that is a
pattern defining which stations need to be visited, the order of visits, and the
amount of bikes loaded or unloaded at each station. Due to capacity restrictions,
no bikes can be loaded into a full vehicle, not unloaded from an empty one;
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similarly, no bike can be unloaded to a full station, and no more bikes can
be loaded from a station than those actually available. Route length cannot
exceed a given limit, representing the operator shift duration. We assume
that each vehicles always starts and ends at a central depot with no bikes
on board. We also assume that loading and unloading times are negligible
with respect to travelling times. We finally assume that no station is used as a
temporary unloading location; that is, in each station bikes can be only loaded
or unloaded, and therefore during the balancing operations the number of
bikes in each station is monotone. From a logistics point of view, without the
latter assumption complex synchronization issues would arise, that would be
very difficult to be implemented in practice. As a consequence, each station
is classified since the beginning as either pickup, when more bikes are parked
than the desired ones, or delivery, when instead more bikes are expected to be
needed than the currently available ones.
A solution to the SPSDVRP consists of a set of routes respecting the above
conditions, and such that the desired target demand is achieved for each station
of the network. A solution is considered to be optimal when minimizing the
sum of the travelling costs of all vehicles.
From an application point of view, there is currently a lively research trend
in optimizing bike-sharing systems. In [31] the authors adopt a statistical
approach to discuss the performances of existing systems. In [43], data from
the Vienna bikes sharing system are gathered and studied to give a model
that could be used to further expand the network. In [32] it is described a
model that gives a strategic planning of a bike-sharing system by considering
service level requirements. In [36] the authors propose several models and
algorithms to solve bike repositioning problems. Their objective is to find
the best repositioning that can be achieved by several vehicles within time
limits in a static case, that is they assume a negligible usage rate of the system.
The satisfaction function introduced in [35] is used to evaluate the quality
of a repositioning. Both service level requirements and bike repositioning
are combined in [39]. In [17] the authors propose to solve a dynamic public
bike-sharing balancing problem. They introduce a time-discretized model
of the system and use column generation techniques to obtain in short time
instructions to be given to the drivers, in order to minimize the number of
uncovered users.
From a methodological point of view, our SPSDVRP is NP-Hard, general-
izing several problems in transportation. For instance, when all stations have
a target number of bikes that is higher than the initial one, except for a single
depot station, the SPSDVRP becomes a Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem (SD-
VRP) [2]. SDVRPs have been first studied in [25]. The authors proved that the
split feature of the problem may lead to substantial savings, while increasing at
the same time the complexity of the problem [2]. In [4] a tabu search algorithm
to solve this problem is presented, while in [5] and [6] the authors propose exact
algorithms exploiting column generation and cutting planes, respectively. In
[22] a further degree of complexity is considered, forcing the deliveries to be
satisfied within given time windows. The author proposes a branch-and-price
approach to solve the problem to optimality.
The SPSDVRP belongs to the wide class of Pickup and Delivery Vehicle Routing
Problems (PDVRPs), where a fleet of vehicles is used to transport supplies from
either a depot or some selected vertices of the network, to either other vertices
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or back to the depot. For recent surveys on PDVRPs we refer to [8], covering
freight transportationt, and to [24] covering transportation of people. PDVRPs
involving additional operational constraints have recently been addressed, as
LIFO constraints on the loading/unloading [9], time windows [28], and both
[15]. However, a substantial difference stands between a standard PDVRP and
the SPSDVRP: while in the former the requests for each pair of pickup and
delivery points are given, in the latter the quantity of supply transported from
each pickup to each delivery point is a decision variable.
Finally, the SPSDVRP can be classified as a many-to-many (M-M) vehicle
routing problem, in which a request has multiple origins (in our case pickup
stations) and multiple destinations (in our case delivery stations). These kind of
transportation problems arise for instance in maritime oil transportation [29].
The routing problem induced by balancing in bike-sharing systems with a
single vehicle is addressed in [14], where the authors succeed in providing a
strong lower bound and an effective heuristic. In [27] the authors propose a
first branch-and-cut exploiting Benders’ cuts. In [26] a variant of the problem
is tackled, where the rebalancing requires to satisfy an interval demand; the
authors exploit cutting planes methods to design exact algorithms. In [20], the
authors propose new models and valid inequalities for the pure combinatorial
version of the problem, that is without considering the option of partially
serving demands at each station.
A first mathematical programming algorithm for the SPSDVRP on a bike-
sharing system has been proposed in [13]. The author models the problem
by means of a set partitioning extended formulation in which each variable
represents a full vehicle route, that is including its rebalancing pattern. First,
the author obtains strong lower bounds by solving the continuous relaxation of
his extended formulation by means of column generation techniques; to solve
the pricing problem the author adapts an ad-hoc algorithm for the VRP first
described in [7]. Secondly, he obtains tight upper bounds by means of a memetic
algorithm. Third, he generates all columns with a reduced cost smaller than
the gap between lower and upper bounds, following the technique of [7], and
solves to integer optimality the resulting problem by means of general purpose
integer programming solver.
The method of [13] has two main drawbacks: first, it is not designed to
handle travelling times, that are instead approximated by a limit on the number
of visits in each route; second, it is designed to tackle only instances with a very
limited number of stations, due to the nature of its third step, and of the pricing
problem to be solved during column generation.
We propose a new exact method for the SPSDVRP that overcomes these two
drawbacks.
In Section 2 we formalize the problem; in Section 3 we propose a new
mathematical programming model that makes use of combinations of suitable
combinatorial structures to reduce the complexity of the problem. We then
discuss about a few theoretical properties of such a model, and we propose
an extended formulation obtained through Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. In
Section 4 we explain the details of our algorithm, while in Section 5 we show
our computational results. Brief conclusions follow in Section 6.
3
2 Problem formalization and notation
The SPSDVRP for a bike-sharing system can be formalized as follows: a set of
station nodes N = {1 . . . n} is given, each with an initial number stocki and a
target number targeti of bikes. When stocki > targeti, i is defined as a pickup
node, when stocki < targeti as a delivery node, and when stocki = targeti
as a balanced node. Let us define N+ = {i ∈ N | stocki > targeti} and
N− = {i ∈ N | stocki < targeti} as the set of pickup nodes and the set of
delivery nodes, respectively. The demand of each node di = |stocki − targeti| is
the quantity of bikes to pickup from (resp. deliver to) that node.
LetG = (N0, A) be a directed graph in whichN0 = N∪{0} is the set of nodes
including the depot 0, and A = {(i, j) | i, j ∈ N0} is the set of arcs connecting
them. Let cij be the travelling cost of arc (i, j) ∈ A. W.l.o.g we assume that
travelling costs satisfy the triangular inequality, that is cij ≤ cik + ckj for all
i, j, k ∈ N0. Let tij be the travelling time of arc (i, j) ∈ A; we assume that
triangular inequalities hold also for travelling times, that is tij ≤ tik + tkj for all
i, j, k ∈ N0.
An example of such an input of the SPSDVRP is shown in Figure 1; for
clarity only a few arcs are depicted. In such figure, each node has two labels:
one label that identifies the station i, and one attached label that is its demand
di. Also, each node is denoted by a + or by a − if it is a pickup or a delivery
node, respectively.
c(8,9),t(8,9)
c(10,0),t(10,0)
c(10,0),t(10,0)
c(7,8),t(7,8)
c(2,1),t(2,1)
0
9+
5+
7+
4+
8-
6-
2-
10-
1+
3-
6
7
3
8
5
1
8
4
2
6
Figure 1: Example of instance with 10 station. Symbols + and − denote a pickup
or a delivery station, respectively. At each station is attached a label reporting
its demand.
A homogeneous fleet of vehicles M = {1 . . .m} each with capacity C is
given to satisfy station node demands. Whenever a vehicle visits a station node,
it may pick up or deliver a certain amount of bikes, depending on its current
load. Since we assume that all vehicles begin and end their route empty, the
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sum of pickup demands must be equal to the sum of delivery demands, that
is
∑
i∈N (stocki − targeti) = 0 Moreover, each vehicle has a resource T that
represent the available travelling time of such vehicle.
The SPSDVRP on a bike-sharing system is the problem of redistributing
bikes in the network at minimum travelling cost, satisfying node demands while
not exceeding neither vehicles capacity nor their time resource. In Figure 2 we
depict an example in which we assume 2 vehicles with capacity C = 10 each.
Both vehicles start empty from the depot and visit pickup node 5 splitting its
demand. The load of vehicles after each operation is reported as a label on the
arcs of the solutions. Also the demand of the delivery node 10 is split; then the
two vehicles end their routes empty.
0
9+
5+
7+
4+
8-
6-
2-
10-
1+
3-
6
7
3
8
5
1
8
4
2
6
9
3
4
0
0 4
0
6
8
3
0
0
5
2
Figure 2: Example of feasible solution for the graph depicted in Figure 1 assum-
ing a capacity C = 10 and using 2 vehicles. Each arc has a label reporting the
load of the vehicle after visiting a node. Node 5 and node 10 are visited by both
vehicles splitting their demands.
As discussed in the introduction, the convergence to the target state is
required to be monotonous and drops are not allowed. It means that bikes
can only be loaded at pickup vertices and unloaded at delivery vertices. As a
consequence initially balanced vertices are not visited by any vehicle and so
from now on we assume them to be removed from G. Instead, pickup and
delivery vertices can be visited several times, either by the same vehicle or by
different ones.
3 Groups formulation and properties
The approach to the SPSDVRP proposed in [13], that modelled the problem as
a set covering extended formulation in which each variable is a specific route
pattern, revealed that solving the continuous relaxation of such formulation was
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very challenging due to the structure of the pricing problem. Indeed, we also
performed preliminary solution attempts and experiments in that modelling
direction; these however, confirmed the findings of [13].
That motivated us to elaborate on a different approach, identifying particular
regularities and properties of combinatorial substructures of the routes, and
trying to reduce the complexity of the pricing problem by exploiting these
properties. Indeed, this kind of approach is in nature similar to those proposed
in [33] and [12], that proved to be successful in similar contexts.
We first present some observations that led to our intuition (subsection 3.1),
then we describe in detail our approach (subsections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4).
3.1 Routes and groups
We first observe that, due to triangular inequality:
Observation 3.1. There always exists an optimal solution in which no node is visited
without collecting at least one unit of its demand.
Furthermore, since vehicles always start and end the route empty at the
depot, we can observe that:
Observation 3.2. There always exists an optimal solution in which no vehicle visits a
delivery or a pickup station at the beginning or at the end of its route, respectively.
These observations can be simply generalized as follows:
Observation 3.3. A route always starts with a sequence composed only by pickup
nodes, always ends with a sequence composed only by delivery nodes, and in general
always interleaves sequences in which a set of pickup nodes are visited, without deliveries
in between, followed by a set of visits to delivery nodes, without pickups in between.
Our intuition is therefore that the structure of a route can be much simplified
by explicitly encoding such an interleaved behaviour. Indeed, in the following
we formalize such an intuition, and prove a few key properties of such an
encoding.
Definition 3.1. We denote as group a sequence of one or more pickup nodes followed
by a sequence of one or more delivery nodes.
Therefore, a route is itself a sequence of one or more groups linked together,
plus an additional stop at the depot at the begin and at the end. An example of
group structure in a route is depicted in Figure 3: the first route is partitioned
in two groups, one with four and one with two nodes. The second route is
partitioned in three groups with two nodes each. All groups start with a pickup
node and end with a delivery node.
Definition 3.2. A group is feasible if both the sum of loaded bikes and the sum of
unloaded bikes do not exceed the capacity of the vehicle.
Definition 3.3. The cost of a group is given by the sum of the arcs connecting the
nodes of the inner pickup and delivery sequences.
Let g and g′ be two consecutive groups of a route, and let i and j be the
last and first node of group g and g′, respectively. Then groups g and g′ are
connected in the route by an arc (i, j).
6
5+ 7+
4+
8-6-
2-
10-
1+3-
0 9+
10-5+0 0
0
Group 1 Group 2
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
Figure 3: Group partitioning of routes in Figure 2
Definition 3.4. The cost of a route is the sum of the cost of its groups and the cost of
its connecting arcs.
We readily observe that:
Observation 3.4. There always exists an optimal solution in which no node is visited
more than once in the same group.
Proof. In fact, let us suppose by contradiction that such an optimal solution
exists and that i is a pickup node visited twice in a group. Let q′i and q
′′
i be the
two quantities loaded on the vehicle, and that d˜i is the demand of i loaded, that
is d˜i = q′i + q
′′
i . Since the visits occur in the same group, we know that between
the first and the second visit there are only pickup nodes, and that loading d˜i
units of demand does not exceed vehicle capacity. Therefore, we can set q′i = d˜i
and q′′i = 0, avoiding the second visit due to Observation 3.1. The same holds if
i is a delivery node, visited more than once.
We remark that such a property does not hold outside the group struc-
ture; that is, in general, visiting the same node twice may be both needed for
feasibility or simply be profitable.
We also observe that:
Observation 3.5. The number of bikes loaded in each node of a pickup sequence is
irrelevant to both the feasibility and the cost of a group, as long as the total amount of
loaded bikes remains constant. The same applies to the number of bikes loaded in each
node of a delivery sequence.
That is, each group can encode implicitly a potentially huge number of
equivalent solutions.
3.2 Routes, groups and loading patterns.
We now consider the particular SPSDVRP subproblem arising when the nodes
visiting sequence is assumed to be given, and only a suitable loading/unloading
plan needs to be found. Our main result is that by exploiting the groups structure
we are able to improve theoretical findings from the literature.
Theorem 3.1. Given the sets of nodes visited in each group of each vehicle, the problem
of assigning the maximum quantity loaded (resp. unloaded) at each station can be
solved in polynomial time.
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fi+
fj-
pmg
dmg
Figure 4: Resulting flow graph of the routes in the solution of Figure 2 assuming
vehicles with capacity C = 10. The labels on the arcs are the capacities of each
arc (infinite capacities are omitted).
Proof. Let us build a graph in which we have a source node s and a sink node t,
a node f+i for each pickup node i and a node f
−
j for each delivery node j, and
two nodes pmg and dmg for each group g of each vehicle m. Let us add arcs from
s to f+i and from f
−
j to t with capacity di and dj , respectively. For each pickup
node i visited in a group g of vehicle m, add an arc from f+i to p
mg with infinite
capacity. Similarly, for each delivery node j visited in a group g of vehicle m,
add an arc from dmg to f−j still with infinite capacity. From each node p
mg add
an arc to dmg with capacity C, and from each node dmg add an arc to pmg+1
with infinite capacity. An example of the graph is reported in Figure 4.
A maximum flow solution on such a graph ensures that at most
∑
i∈N+ di
units can be loaded, and at most
∑
i∈N− di units unloaded. For each station
node, the units loaded (unloaded) are at most the demand of the station itself
because of the limited capacity of ingoing arcs in f+i (outgoing arcs from f
−
j ).
Nodes pmg and dmg represent the load of the vehicle after pickups and deliver-
ies, respectively. No vehicle is overloaded due to the limited capacity of arcs
(pmg, dmg).
The quantities loaded and unloaded at nodes i and j of a group g of vehicle
m are given by the flow on the arc (f+i , p
mg) and (dmg, f−j ), respectively.
Corollary 3.2. If the flow reaching the depot t is less than the number of demands
of pickup (delivery) nodes, then the starting assignment of nodes to groups does not
represent a feasible solution.
This follows from the fact that some demands are not satisfied if the flow is
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less then their sum.
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 imply:
Observation 3.6. Given a set of routes without loading (unloading) information, it is
always possible to complete the solution with such quantities in polynomial time, or
prove that such solution is infeasible.
Our approach is indeed similar to the one presented in [13], where given a
set of routes without loading quantities, the authors use a flow formulation to
obtain such a missing information. Indeed the claim of our theorem 3.1 matches
the findings of [13].
However, our proof is different: from a theoretical point of view, our ap-
proach allows to build smaller support graph, and may therefore yield a better
computational behaviour. In details, the graph of [13] has two nodes for each
station of the problem, while our graph has one node for each station, and
two nodes for each group. Therefore, our graph has always a smaller num-
ber of nodes, except in the extreme scenario in which exactly one pickup and
one delivery node is visited in each group. In such scenario, the number of
nodes of the two graphs is identical. Furthermore, our approach requires less
information about the order of the nodes in the route, and can be used to early
detect the infeasibility of a node in a branch-and-bound approach as described
in Subsection 4.6.
3.3 A formulation based on groups
Then we exploit the features of groups to obtain a new formulation of the
SPSDVRP. To ease notation we assume that there exists a particular additional
group containing the depot only. Let G = {1 . . . g} be the set of available groups
for each vehicle, the SPSDVRP can be formulated as follows:
min
∑
m∈M
g∈G
∑
i∈N−0
j∈N+0
cij · xmgij +
∑
i,j∈N
cij · zmgij (3.1)
s. t.
∑
m∈M
g∈G
wmgi ≥ 1 ∀i∈N (3.2)
∑
m∈M
g∈G
qmgi = di ∀i∈N (3.3)
qmgi ≤ di · wmgi
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
∀i∈N
(3.4)
qmgi ≥ wmgi
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
∀i∈N
(3.5)∑
i∈N+
qmgi ≤ C ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.6)∑
i∈N−
qmgi ≤ C ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.7)
fmg +
∑
i∈N+
qmg+1i −
∑
i∈N−
qmg+1i = f
mg+1 ∀m∈M
∀g∈G (3.8)
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fmg +
∑
i∈N+
qmg+1i ≤ C · (1− wmg0 ) ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.9)∑
i∈N
wmgi ≤ |N | · (1− wmg0 ) ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.10)∑
j∈N
zmgij =
∑
j∈N+
zmgji + s
mg
i = w
mg
i
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
∀i∈N+
(3.11)
∑
j∈N−
zmgij + e
mg
i =
∑
j∈N
zmgji = w
mg
i
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
∀i∈N−
(3.12)
1 ≥
∑
i∈N+
j∈N−
zmgij ≥ wmgu
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
u∈N
(3.13)
∑
i∈N\S
j∈S
(zmgij + z
mg
ji ) ≥ wmgu
m∈M
g∈G
S⊂N
|S|>0
u∈S
(3.14)
∑
i∈N−0
emgi ≤ 1 ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.15)
∑
i∈N+0
smgi ≤ 1 ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.16)
wmg0 ≥ emg0 + smg0 ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.17)
emgi ≤
∑
j∈N+0
xmgij
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
i∈N−0
(3.18)
smg+1i ≤
∑
j∈N−0
xmgji
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
i∈N+0
(3.19)
em10 =
∑
g∈G
g>1
smg0 = 1 ∀m∈M (3.20)
∑
i,j∈N
xmgij ≤
∑
i,j∈N0
xmg−1ij −
∑
i∈N
xmg−1i0
∀m∈M
∀g∈G (3.21)∑
i∈N−0
j∈N+0
xmgij ≤ 1 ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.22)
∑
i∈N−0
j∈N+0
tij · xmgij +
∑
i,j∈N
tij · zmgij ≤ T ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.23)
xmgij ∈ B
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
∀i∈N−0
j∈N+0
(3.24)
zmgij ∈ B
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
∀i,j∈N
(3.25)
wmgi ∈ B
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
∀i∈N
(3.26)
0 ≤ fmg ≤ C ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.27)
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qmgi ∈ N0
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
∀i∈N
(3.28)
smgi ∈ B
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
∀i∈N0
(3.29)
emgi ∈ B
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
∀i∈N0
(3.30)
Variables xmgij and z
mg
ij correspond respectively to the linking arcs between
groups and the linking arcs inside a group; the former are set to 1 if there is
an arc between group g and group g + 1 that connect node i and j, while the
latter are set to 1 if there is an arc between node i and node j inside the group.
Variables wmgi are set to 1 if node i is visited by vehicle m in group g. Variables
smgi and e
mg
i are set to 1 if i is the starting node of the group g or if i is the
ending node respectively. Variable qmgi is the quantity loaded (unloaded) at
node i by vehicle m in group g, while variable fmg is the load of the vehicle m
after visiting group g.
The objective function (3.1) minimizes the overall cost by minimizing both
group costs and linking arc costs. Constraints (3.2) and (3.3) ensure respectively
that each station is visited at least once and its demand is satisfied. Constraints
(3.4) avoid loading (unloading) when a node is not visited, while constraints
(3.5) impose that if a node is visited, then at least one unit of demand is loaded.
Constraints (3.6) and (3.7) ensure that vehicle capacity is not exceeded for each
group. Constraints (3.8) ensure consistency of the flow in the route, while
constraints (3.9) impose that the vehicle is empty when visiting depot and
therefore a vehicle starts and ends empty. Constraints (3.10) impose that no
station is visited in a group if the depot is visited, too. Constraints (3.11)
and (3.12) ensure respectively that all pickup and delivery nodes visited have
ingoing and outgoing arcs. Constraints (3.13) ensure that in each group with a
pickup or delivery node, there is an arc going from pickup to delivery, while
constraints (3.14) ensure that there are no subtours in a group. Constraints
(3.15) and (3.16) impose that for each group there must be at most one ending
node and one starting node, while constraints (3.17) impose that if a vehicle
visits the depot, it is only to start or to end a route. Constraints (3.18) and (3.19)
impose the use of linking arcs between each group, while constraints (3.20) has
the double effect of ensure that each vehicle visits the depot twice, and that its
route starts from the depot. Constraints (3.21) ensure that no arcs are used after
the depot is visited and constraints (3.22) impose that at most one linking arc
is used for each group. Finally, constraints (3.23) impose a limit on the time
resource consumed by each vehicle.
An upper bound on the number of groups. In model (3.1) – (3.30), the total
number of groups is not known in advance. However, since a maximal resource
T is given, we observe that:
Observation 3.7. An upper bound nmax on the maximal number of nodes visited in
a route can be obtained by solving a 0-1 Knapsack Problem (KP).
In fact, we can model the problem of finding the maximal number of nodes
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visited in a single route as follows:
max
∑
i∈N0
wi (3.31)
s. t.
∑
i∈N
wi ·
(
min
j∈N0
tji
)
≤ T (3.32)
w0 = 1 (3.33)
wi ∈ B ∀i∈N (3.34)
where wi is set to 1 if node i is visited.
The objective function (3.31) maximizes the number of nodes visited. Con-
straint (3.32) ensures that resource T is not exceeded. Constraint (3.33) imposes
that the depot is always visited.
Problem (3.31) – (3.34) can be solved as a KP in which (a) the vector of prizes
is (1 . . . 1), (b) each item weight is the minimum ingoing (outgoing) arc, and
(c) node 0 is always included, therefore decreasing the resource T by minj∈N0 tj0.
Such a problem can be solved in polynomial time by packing items with smallest
minj∈N0 tji first.
Furthermore, the maximum number of visited nodes directly influences the
maximum number of groups of each vehicle:
Observation 3.8. For each route of a vehicle m, there are at most
gmmax =
⌊
nmax − 1
2
⌋
+ 2
groups.
Given a fixed number of nodes, maximizing the number of groups is equiva-
lent to minimize the number of nodes in each group. Therefore, we obtain the
maximal number of groups when there are at most two nodes per group, one
pickup node and one delivery node. Since the depot is always visited twice,
once at the being and once at the end of the route, we need two additional
groups.
3.4 Extended formulation
In order to obtain tight dual bounds to be used in search tree algorithms, we built
an extended formulation of the model (3.1) – (3.30) exploiting Dantzig-Wolfe
decomposition [19]. Let, for each vehicle m ∈M and group g ∈ G,
Ωmg =
{
(z, w, q, s, e) ∈ B|N |·|N | × B|N0| × N|N |0 × B|N
+
0 | × B|N−0 |
}
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be a set of feasible integer points, where each vector (z, w, q, s, e) satisfies the
constraints
qi ≤ di · wi ∀i∈N
qi ≥ wi ∀i∈N∑
i∈N+
qi ≤ C∑
i∈N−
qi ≤ C∑
i∈N
wi ≤ |N | · (1− w0)∑
j∈N
zij =
∑
j∈N+
zji + si = wi ∀i∈N+∑
j∈N−
zij + ei =
∑
j∈N
zji = wi ∀i∈N−
1 ≥
∑
i∈N+
j∈N−
zij ≥ wu u∈N
∑
i∈N\S
j∈S
(zij + zji) ≥ wu
S⊂N
|S|>0
u∈S
∑
i∈N−0
ei ≤ 1
∑
i∈N+0
si ≤ 1
w0 ≥ e0 + s0.
We relax integrality conditions, but replace each Ωmg with the convex hull of its
Lmg extreme integer points
Γmg =
{
(z¯1, w¯1, q¯1, s¯1, e¯1), . . . , (z¯Lmg , w¯Lmg , q¯Lmg , s¯Lmg , e¯Lmg )
}
and we impose
(z, w, q, s, e) =
∑
k∈Γmg
(z¯k, w¯k, q¯k, s¯k, e¯k) · yk (3.35)
with yk ≥ 0 for each k ∈ Γmg, m ∈ M , and g ∈ G, and
∑
k∈Γmg y
k = 1 for
each m ∈ M and g ∈ G. That is, each point is represented as a linear convex
combination of points in Γmg .
The model obtained by replacing in the continuous relaxations of formula-
tion (3.1) – (3.30) the vectors (z, w, q, s, e) as indicated in (3.35), and by making
explicit the vector indices is
min
∑
m∈M
g∈G
∑
i∈N−0
j∈N+0
cij · xmgij +
∑
i,j∈N
k∈Γmg
cij · z¯kij · yk (3.36)
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s. t.
∑
m∈M
g∈G
k∈Γmg
w¯ki · yk ≥ 1 ∀i∈N (3.37)
∑
m∈M
g∈G
k∈Γmg
q¯ki · yk = di ∀i∈N (3.38)
fmg +
∑
i∈N+
k∈Γmg+1
q¯ki · yk −
∑
i∈N−
k∈Γmg+1
q¯ki · yk = fmg+1 ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.39)
fmg +
∑
i∈N+
k∈Γmg+1
q¯ki · yk ≤ C · (1−
∑
k∈Γmg
w¯k0 · yk) ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.40)
∑
k∈Γmg
e¯ki · yk ≤
∑
j∈N+0
xmgij
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
i∈N−0
(3.41)
∑
k∈Γmg+1
s¯ki · yk ≤
∑
j∈N−0
xmgji
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
i∈N+0
(3.42)
∑
k∈Γmg
e¯m10 · yk =
∑
g∈G
g>1
k∈Γmg
s¯mg0 · yk = 1 ∀m∈M (3.43)
∑
i∈N−0
j∈N+0
tij · xmgij +
∑
i,j∈N
k∈Γmg
tij · z¯kij · yk ≤ T ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.44)
∑
i,j∈N
xmgij ≤
∑
i,j∈N0
xmg−1ij −
∑
i∈N
xmg−1i0
∀m∈M
∀g∈G (3.45)∑
i∈N−0
j∈N+0
xmgij ≤ 1 ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.46)
∑
k∈Γmg
yk = 1 ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.47)
yk ≥ 0 ∀m∈M∀g∈G
k∈Γmg
(3.48)
0 ≤ xmgij ≤ 1
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
∀i∈N−0
j∈N+0
(3.49)
0 ≤ fmg ≤ C ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.50)
Constraints (3.47) may be first relaxed in ≤ form, because a pattern (0 . . . 0)
always exists for each set Γmg, and then can be removed because constraints
(3.46) already impose at most one linking arc and therefore at most one selected
group.
Observation 3.9. The lower bound provided by the (3.36) – (3.50) is at least as tight
as that given by the continuous relaxation of model (3.1) – (3.30).
To strengthen the formulation and reduce symmetries we add for each
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vehicle m ∈M and consecutive groups g and g + 1 the inequality∑
k∈Γmg+1
yk =
∑
k∈Γmg
yk −
∑
k∈Γmg
wk0 · yk, (3.51)
and for each consecutive vehicles m and m+ 1 and group g ∈ G, the inequality∑
i∈N−0 ,j∈N+0
xmgij ≥
∑
i∈N−0 ,j∈N+0
xm+1gij (3.52)
The model can then be rewritten as
min
∑
m∈M
g∈G
∑
i∈N−0
j∈N+0
cij · xmgij +
∑
i,j∈N
k∈Γmg
cij · z¯kij · yk (3.53)
s. t.
∑
m∈M
g∈G
k∈Γmg
w¯ki · yk ≥ 1 ∀i∈N (3.54)
∑
m∈M
g∈G
k∈Γmg
q¯ki · yk = di ∀i∈N (3.55)
fmg +
∑
i∈N+
k∈Γmg+1
q¯ki · yk −
∑
i∈N−
k∈Γmg+1
q¯ki · yk = fmg+1 ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.56)
fmg +
∑
i∈N+
k∈Γmg+1
q¯ki · yk + C ·
∑
k∈Γmg
w¯k0 · yk ≤ C ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.57)
∑
k∈Γmg
e¯ki · yk −
∑
j∈N+0
xmgij ≤ 0
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
i∈N−0
(3.58)
∑
k∈Γmg+1
s¯ki · yk −
∑
j∈N−0
xmgji ≤ 0
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
i∈N+0
(3.59)
∑
k∈Γmg
e¯m10 · yk −
∑
g∈G
g>1
k∈Γmg
s¯mg0 · yk = 0 ∀m∈M (3.60)
∑
k∈Γmg
e¯m10 · yk = 1 ∀m∈M (3.61)∑
i∈N−0
j∈N+0
tij · xmgij +
∑
i,j∈N
k∈Γmg
tij · z¯kij · yk ≤ T ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.62)
∑
i,j∈N
xmgij −
∑
i,j∈N0
xmg−1ij +
∑
i∈N
xmg−1i0 ≤ 0 ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.63)∑
i∈N−0
j∈N+0
xmgij ≤ 1 ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.64)
∑
k∈Γmg+1
yk −
∑
k∈Γmg
yk +
∑
k∈Γmg
wk0 · yk = 0 ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.65)
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∑
i∈N−0
j∈N+0
xmgij −
∑
i∈N−0
j∈N+0
xm+1gij ≥ 0 ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.66)
yk ≥ 0 ∀m∈M∀g∈G
k∈Γmg
(3.67)
0 ≤ xmgij ≤ 1
∀m∈M
∀g∈G
∀i∈N−0
j∈N+0
(3.68)
0 ≤ fmg ≤ C ∀m∈M∀g∈G (3.69)
4 Algorithms
The size of the set Γ grows exponentially in the number of nodes and the sum of
demands; therefore, we solve the MP by means of column generation techniques:
we solve to optimality a Restricted Master Problem (RMP) involving a small set
of columns (see Subsection 4.1), and we iteratively search for negative reduced
cost variables solving a pricing problem (see Subsection 4.2). If no negative
reduced cost variable is found, the optimal RMP solution is optimal for the MP
as well, and therefore the corresponding value is retained as a valid lower bound
for the SPSDVRP. If the final RMP solution is integer, then it is also optimal
for the SPSDVRP, otherwise we enter a search tree by performing branching
operations (see Subsection 4.3) to find a proven global optimum.
4.1 Initialization
We initialize the RMP by generating the set of columns corresponding to groups
including the depot only. We remark that if a group contains the depot, then it
does not contain any station. Our aim is to both simplify the pricing problem
by removing a decision variable and to populate the RMP with a set of columns
that are always needed to obtain a feasible solution. Therefore, for each vehicle
we add an initial depot in group 1, and an ending depot in all groups g > 1.
In model (3.53) – (3.69), constraints (3.63) impose that a vehicle cannot visit
a station after the ending depot. Indeed, if a vehicle m visits the depot in group
2, that is∑
k∈Γm2
w¯k0 · yk = 1,
then m visits the depot in both groups 1 and 2, and therefore it does not visits
any station.
For a few vehicles we can forbid such a redundant behaviour. Let us consider
for example vehicle 1: due to symmetry constraints (3.66), if vehicle 1 visits the
depot in group 2, then no other vehicle can leave the depot nor visit any station.
Observation 4.1. Let gmin be the minimum number of groups required to perform all
the pickups and deliveries, that is
gmin =
⌈∑
i∈N di
2
⌉
,
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we avoid columns with depot only in group 2 of vehicle m if
(m− 1) · (gmmax − 2) < gmin.
In other words, a vehicle may be left unused only if the previous ones are
able to perform all the pickups and deliveries.
4.2 Pricing problem
Due to our initialization method, the pricer can neglect groups including the
depot.
Let pi, λ, µ, ζ , ν+, ν−, η, and θ be respectively the dual variables of constraints
(3.54), (3.55), (3.56), (3.57), (3.58), (3.59), (3.62), and (3.65). Since ν+ and ν− are
referred to the two sets of nodes N+ and N−, for each node i ∈ N we use
instead
νi =
{
ν+i if i ∈ N+
ν−i if i ∈ N−
.
For each k ∈ Γmg , the reduced cost of variable yk is computed as
σk =
∑
i,j∈N
cij · z¯kij −
∑
i,j∈N
ηmg · tij · z¯kij −
∑
i∈N
pii · w¯ki
−
∑
i∈N
λi · q¯ki −
∑
i∈N+
µmg · q¯ki +
∑
i∈N−
µmg · q¯ki −
∑
i∈N+
ζmg · q¯ki
−
∑
i∈N+
νmgi · s¯ki −
∑
i∈N−
νmgi · e¯ki − θmg + θmg+1.
The component −θmg + θmg+1 is a fixed prize (cost) gained (paid) for any
additional column and thus can be ignored during pricing problem optimization.
After collecting the coefficients, the pricing objective function reads as follows:
σk =
∑
i,j∈N
(cij − ηmg · tij) · z¯kij −
∑
i∈N
pii · w¯ki
−
∑
i∈N+
(λi + µ
mg + ζmg) · q¯ki −
∑
i∈N−
(λi − µmg) · q¯ki
−
∑
i∈N+
νmgi · s¯ki −
∑
i∈N−
νmgi · e¯ki
Let
• αmgij = cij − ηmg · tij be the cost of travelling on arc (i, j);
• βmgi = λi + µ
mg + ζmg be the prize or cost of loading one unit in node
i ∈ N+ and βmgi = λi − µmg be the prize or cost of loading one unit of
node i ∈ N−;
• γmgi be the cost of starting the group visiting node i ∈ N+ and γmgi be the
cost of ending the group visiting node i ∈ N−.
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The objective function can be now stated as
σk =
∑
i,j∈N
αmgij · z¯kij −
∑
i∈N
pii · w¯ki −
∑
i∈N
βmgi · q¯ki
−
∑
i∈N+
γmgi · s¯ki −
∑
i∈N−
γmgi · e¯ki .
For each vehicle m ∈ M and group g ∈ G, we can formulate the pricing
problem as follows:
min
∑
i,j∈N
αmgij · z¯kij −
∑
i∈N
pii · w¯ki −
∑
i∈N
βmgi · q¯ki
−
∑
i∈N+
γmgi · s¯ki −
∑
i∈N−
γmgi · e¯ki (4.1)
s. t. q¯ki ≤ di · w¯ki ∀i∈N (4.2)
q¯ki ≥ wki ∀i∈N (4.3)∑
i∈N+
q¯ki ≤ C (4.4)∑
i∈N−
q¯ki ≤ C (4.5)∑
j∈N
z¯kij =
∑
j∈N+
z¯kji + s¯
k
i = w¯
k
i ∀i∈N+ (4.6)∑
j∈N−
z¯kij + e¯
k
i =
∑
j∈N
z¯kji = w¯
k
i ∀i∈N− (4.7)
1 ≥
∑
i∈N+
j∈N−
z¯kij ≥ w¯ku u∈N (4.8)
∑
i∈N\S
j∈S
(z¯kij + z¯
k
ji) ≥ w¯ku
S⊂N
|S|>0
u∈S
(4.9)
∑
i∈N−
e¯ki ≤ 1 (4.10)∑
i∈N+
s¯ki ≤ 1 (4.11)
z¯kij ∈ B i,j∈N (4.12)
w¯ki ∈ B i∈N (4.13)
s¯ki ∈ B i∈N+ (4.14)
e¯ki ∈ B i∈N− (4.15)
Except for the depots, in a feasible solution of the pricing problem we may
have three kinds of visited nodes: integer nodes, that are those nodes with
their demands fully collected, bridge nodes, that are those with only one unit
of demand collected, and fractional nodes, that are those whose demands are
fractionally collected.
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It may happen that nodes are visited just to collect their pii prize, and there-
fore we may have more than one node in a feasible solution whose demand
is not fully collected. However, we can observe that if the sequence of nodes
were given, our pricing problem would reduce to a 0-1 Knapsack Problem (KP).
Therefore we can exploit properties on the KP to prove that:
Theorem 4.1. There always exists an optimal solution of (4.1) – (4.15) in which there
is at most one fractional pickup node (resp. delivery node).
Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists an optimal solution in which,
among the visited nodes, all demands are fully loaded on the vehicle but those
of nodes i and j, which have both fractional loadings q¯ki and q¯
k
j . Let r = q¯
k
i + q¯
k
j
be the space in the vehicle occupied by node i and node j loadings. Let us
assume w.l.o.g. that node i is more efficient than node j, that is βmgi > β
mg
j .
We can improve the contribution to the objective value (4.1) by decreasing the
space occupied by the less efficient node, and increasing the space of the most
efficient. The argument iteratively extends to solutions in which the number of
nodes is higher than two.
Observation 4.2. There always exists an optimal MP solution, in which each selected
column contains at most one fractional node with more than one unit of demand
collected.
In fact, each MP column can be found by solving the pricing problem, and
thus by adding columns with at most one node with fragmented quantity.
Furthermore:
Observation 4.3. In any optimal solution of the pricing problem, the prize βj of a
fractional node j is less than or equal to the prize βi of any integer node i, and it is
greater than or equal to the prize βu of any bridge node u, that is
βi ≥ βj ≥ βu.
The proof directly follows the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Pricing algorithm. The pricing problem is a variant of the Resource Constrained
Elementary Shortest Path Problem (RCESPP), that it is known to be NP-Hard.
However, a recent survey [34] reviews very effective methods that solve the
RCESPP by means of labelling algorithms. In [5], the authors use a discretization
approach to solve the pricing problem for the SDVRP, solving an RCESPP on
an extended graph with di nodes for each station i. The drawback of such
approach is that the size of the graph grows with both the number of nodes
and the magnitude of demand coefficients. Another approach to solve the
pricing problem consists of a nested column generation [42], in which also the
pricing problem is solved by branch-and-price. In [30] the authors exploit such
approach to solve the SPSDVRP on a maritime crud oil transportation problem
in which the first level pricing problem is considered too complex to be solved
efficiently by a dynamic programming algorithm. Instead, in [22] the author
solves the pricing problem of a SDVRP with Time Windows by means of a
labelling algorithm. In such a problem, the routes generated have at most one
split demand, and the author devises an algorithm that generates three different
labels at each visit, depending on the residual capacity of the vehicle: one label
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Figure 5: Example of auxiliary graph used to solve the pricing problem: pickup
nodes are unreachable from the time the vehicle visits the first delivery node.
when the node is visited but no unit of demand is collected, one with a fractional
loading, and one in which the demand is fully collected. In fact, except for the
handling of time windows, the pricing problem of [22] is very similar to ours.
Therefore, inspired by [22], and adapting techniques from [37], we propose
a dynamic programming algorithm devised for our specific case.
Let us consider a single vehicle with a limited capacity C and a particular
graph G˜ = (N˜ , A˜), where N˜ = N ∪ {0+, 0−}. All nodes i ∈ N˜ have a demand
di but nodes 0+ and 0−. When a node i is visited, its prize pii is collected, while
a prize βmgi is collected for each unit of demand of node i loaded on the vehicle.
We denote as A˜ the set of arcs of the graph, that is composed by
• arcs from 0+ to all nodes i ∈ N˜+;
• arcs from nodes i ∈ N˜+ to all nodes j ∈ N˜ ;
• arcs from nodes i ∈ N˜− to all nodes j ∈ N˜− ∪ {0−}.
An example of the graph is depicted in Figure 5.
For each arc (i, j) we have a cost
cij =

γmgj , if i = 0
+
γmgi , if j = 0
−
αmgij , otherwise
Furthermore, capacity is always replenished when travelling from a pickup
node to a delivery node.
The objective of the problem is to find a minimum cost path that goes from
0+ to 0−.
The pricing problem is a variant of RCESPP in which we have a resource r
indicating the residual space in the partial path, and a set V indicating which
stations have already been visited. We stress that information on the amount
of bikes loaded or unloaded on the truck at each node are not needed, as we
never pass through the same node twice. Let us remark also that, because of
the particular structure of the graph, each path has two distinguishing features:
first, it has at least one pickup and one delivery node, and second, no pickup
node is visited after a delivery node.
Therefore our label is a tuple (i, c, r, V, f), where i is the ending node of a
partial path, c is the cost of such partial path, and f indicates that a fractional
node has been visited.
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Initialization. We initialize our algorithm with a label λ representing a partial
path starting from 0+ with no initial cost, full resources, and no fractional node,
that is
λ = (0+, 0, C, {0+}, 0).
Label extension. As a selection strategy, at each iteration we select the most
profitable label λ′ = (i, c′, r′, V ′, f ′) with minimum partial cost. We extend such
label to all neighbours j of i such that j /∈ V ′, in three different ways:
integer: j is selected as an integer node, fully collecting its demand. The
resulting label λ′′ = (j, c′′, r′′, V ′′, f ′) has a partial cost c′′ = c′+ c˜ij−βmgj ·
dj − pij , residual capacity r′′ = r′ − dj , and V ′′ = V ′ ∪ {j};
bridge: j is selected as a bridge node, collecting only one unit of its demand.
The resulting label λ′′ = (j, c′′, r′′, V ′′, f ′) has a partial cost c′′ = c′ + c˜ij −
βmgj − pij , residual capacity r′′ = r′ − 1, and V ′′ = V ′ ∪ {j};
fractional: only if no fractional node is selected yet, j is selected as a fractional
node. It is not possible to determine a priori the collected demand of j,
and therefore the resulting label λ′′ = (j, c′′, r′, V ′′, j) has a partial cost
c′′ = c′ + c˜ij − pij , V ′′ = V ′ ∪ {j}. The quantity loaded in j is determined
only at the end of a sequence of pickup (resp. delivery) nodes.
We also remark that if i and j are a pickup and a delivery node, respectively, the
residual capacity r is fully replenished before visiting j.
Dominance rules. The drawback of our extension method is that we cannot
collect the prize of a fractional node until all pickup (delivery) nodes are visited.
Therefore, when checking the dominance of a given label with a fractional node,
we have to ensure that such label is dominated for every value of fractional
loading.
Let suppose that we are given two labels λ′ = (i′, c′, r′, V ′, f ′) and λ′′ =
(i′′, c′′, r′′, V ′′, f ′′), with i′ = i′′ and r′ ≤ r′′. Indeed, we may use some of the
residual space of λ′′ to load some units of f ′′, matching the residual space of λ′
and therefore reducing the cost of λ′′. Let us consider the two extreme cases
in which we load 1 and maxf ′ = min{r′, df ′ − 1} units of f ′ demands. In
the first case, we have to load minf ′′ = min{r′′ − r′ + 1, df ′′ − 1} units of f ′′
demand to match the residual space in λ′, while in the second case maxf ′′ =
min{r′′−r′+maxf ′ , df ′′ −1}. Then, we say that label λ′ is dominated if it exists
a label λ′′ such that
i′ = i′′
r′ ≤ r′′
V ′′ ⊆ V ′
c′ + βf ′ ≥ c′′ + βf ′′ ·minf ′′
c′ + βf ′ ·maxf ′ ≥ c′′ + βf ′′ ·maxf ′′
and at least one of the inequalities is strict. Dominance rules ensure that a label
is dominated only if it exists another label of a partial path ending in the same
node, that has more residual capacity, has visited less nodes, and costs less for
each quantity of f ′ loaded.
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Reduction and lookahead dominance. During the process we check several
condition to reduce the number of extensions. In fact, due to Observation 4.3
we know that an optimal solution always exists, in which no fractional node
has higher prize than an integer node, nor smaller prize than a bridge node.
Therefore, let us suppose that λ is the label to extend, βj is the prize of the
destination node j, and βinteger, βfractional, and βbridge are respectively the
minimum prize among all integer nodes in λ, the prize of the fractional node in
λ, and the maximum prize among all bridge nodes in λ.
• integer extension is forbidden when βj < βfractional or βj < βbridge, and
in general when βj ≤ 0;
• bridge extension is forbidden when βj > βfractional or βj > βinteger;
• fractional extension is forbidden when βj > βinteger or βj < βbridge, and
in general when βj ≤ 0.
Furthermore, let suppose that we are given two labels λ′ and λ′′, both
identical but for two nodes i and j. Let us suppose that i is a bridge node in
λ′ and a fractional node λ′′, while vice versa, j is a fractional node in λ′ and
a bridge node in λ′′. Let us suppose w.l.o.g. that βi ≥ βj , then λ′′ dominates
λ′. Therefore, we aggregate fractional and bridge extension when we visit a
node j with a positive prize βj : given a label with fractional node f , if βj ≥ βf
then a unit of f is collected, cost and residual capacity of the label are updated,
j becomes the new fractional node of the label, and f becomes a bridge node.
Otherwise we perform a bridge extension.
Pricer execution and insertion policy. In a strict column generation approach,
this procedure should be computed for each pair of group g ∈ G and vehicle
m ∈M , in order to find the column with minimum reduced cost. Instead, we
found profitable from a computational point of view, to perform partial pricing,
and stop the pricing procedure after we find the first pair g and m yielding a
negative reduced cost column. We then insert such a column in all Γmg sets.
Bidirectional algorithm. In order to further improve the performance of our
pricing algorithm, we exploit bidirectional search. Since each solution is com-
posed of a sequence of pickup nodes, and a sequence of delivery nodes that can
be treated independently, we run the algorithm on two different graphs, one
composed by pickup nodes only, and one by delivery nodes only. At the end,
we obtain full solutions by joining the best labels of each pair of pickup and
delivery nodes.
Heuristic pricing. To speed up the column generation process, we also imple-
mented two heuristic variants of the pricing algorithm.
First we run the exact algorithm on a reduced graph, obtained by removing
for each node, the set of k arcs with highest travelling cost c˜ij , with k fixed
a-priori.
Second, if the first heuristic does not find any column with negative re-
duced cost, we run the pricing algorithm considering columns with integer
loading only. In such a way, at each extension we generate only one label in the
destination node, reducing the overall number of labels.
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If none of the two heuristic algorithms generate a column with negative
reduced cost, we run the exact pricing algorithm.
4.3 Branching rules
When the optimal MP solution is fractional, and upper and lower bounds do
not match, we check which integrality constraints in the original formulation
are not satisfied and enforce them by exploring a search tree through branching
rules. In our case, branching is particularly involved, as the MP is prone to
symmetries.
We devised the following binary branching rule in which nodes are pro-
gressively fixed in vehicle groups. Let y˜k be the value of a variable yk in the
fractional solution of the MP, and let
w˜mgi =
∑
k∈Γmg
w¯ki · y˜k
be the fractional assignment of each node i ∈ N0 to a group g ∈ G of a vehicle
m ∈ M . We search for a tuple (ˆi, gˆ, mˆ) that corresponds to the maximum
fractional assignment in the current fractional solution, that is
(ˆi, gˆ, mˆ) ∈ argmin
ß∈N0
g∈G
m∈M
{∣∣∣∣w˜mgi − 12
∣∣∣∣} .
If w˜gˆmˆ
iˆ
is fractional, then we perform binary branching: in one branch we
enforce iˆ to be always visited by vehicle mˆ in group gˆ. In the other branch, we
preclude the visit of iˆ by vehicle mˆ in group gˆ. Let us recall that forcing iˆ to
be visited by vehicle mˆ in group gˆ does not preclude the visit of iˆ by another
vehicle or in different groups.
If no fractional w˜gˆmˆ
iˆ
is found, we can stop branching, as an integer SDSPVRP
solution can be directly found. In fact, the following holds.
Observation 4.4. When no assignment to groups is fractional, there is at least one
route for each vehicle that is integer.
Proof. Let us suppose that we are given an optimal solution of the MP in a
certain branching node. If no fractional w˜gˆmˆ
iˆ
is found, it means that for each
group of each vehicle, the (potentially fractional) selected columns describe
groups that are permutations of the same set of stations. Therefore, among
all the permutations, only the best permutation can be selected, finding an
equivalent, but integer, optimal MP solution.
This means that for each vehicle we can arbitrary select one route among all
the fractionally selected ones for that vehicle, in order to obtain a full SDSPVRP
solution.
A solution obtained in such a way could still be non-integer due to loading
quantities in each node, but exploiting Observation 3.6 we can then optimally
assign such values in polynomial time, obtaining a full feasible integer solution.
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4.4 Branching implementation.
First, let us remark that depot 0, is not involved in the pricing problem, and
therefore if iˆ = 0 we branch by adding in the MP a constraint∑
k∈Γgˆmˆ
w¯k0 ≤ 0 (4.16)
in one branch, excluding the depot from a group, and∑
k∈Γgˆmˆ
w¯k0 ≥ 1 (4.17)
in the other branch, fixing it into the group.
Instead, if iˆ is not 0, but a pickup or delivery node, we first exclude in one
branch all columns that contains node iˆ in group gˆ of vehicle mˆ, and we modify
the pricing graph by removing incoming arcs in iˆ. This ensures that no further
column is generated including such a node, and also improves the performances
of the pricing algorithm.
In the other branch, we fix iˆ into group gˆ of vehicle mˆ and, to ensure that the
MP selects columns with such a feature, we add the constraint∑
k∈Γgˆmˆ
w¯k
iˆ
≥ 1. (4.18)
This constraint, in turn, introduces a new dual variable that must be considered
in the pricing problem. Therefore, when we visit node iˆ during dynamic pro-
gramming extension, we collect a prize corresponding to that dual variable. Let
us remark that such a detail does not change the structure of the pricer.
4.5 Additional inequalities
According to literature [13]:
Theorem 4.2. For any optimal solution, given two pickup (or equiv. two delivery)
nodes i and j, the number of times arc (i, j) is used plus the number of times arc (j, i)
is used is less than or equal to 1.
We extend this theorem and prove the following:
Theorem 4.3. For any optimal solution, given two pickup (or equiv. two delivery)
nodes i and j, the number of times i and j are in the same group is less than or equal to
1.
Proof. Let us consider w.l.o.g. an optimal solution in which two vehicles visit
nodes i and j in the same group. Let ai and aj be the number of bikes loaded
(unloaded) by the first vehicle on nodes i and j, and let bi and bj be the number
of bikes loaded (unloaded) by the second vehicle. It may happen that:
• ai ≥ bj : in this case we can set new loading values a′i = ai−bj , a′j = aj+bj ,
b′j = 0 and b
′
i = bi + bj . The quantity previously loaded from bj is then
loaded from a′j , while the overall load of each vehicle does not change
since ai is decreased by bj and bi is increased by bj ;
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• ai < bj : in this case a′i = 0, a
′
j = aj + ai, b
′
j = bj − ai and b′i = bi + ai.
The quantity previously loaded from ai is then loaded from b′i, while the
overall load of each vehicle does not change since bi is decreased by ai
and aj is increased by ai.
In both cases one vehicle visits a node without any operation and therefore the
corresponding arc is removed.
We remark that the theorem holds also when nodes are visited by the same
vehicle.
Corollary 4.4. Let vmgij be the binary variable that is 1 if pickup (delivery) node i is
visited together with pickup (delivery) node j in group g of vehicle m; then constraints∑
m∈M
g∈G
vmgij ≤ 1 (4.19)
are valid inequalities for model (3.1) – (3.30).
In the MP, Constraints (4.19) become∑
m∈M
g∈G
k∈Γmg
v¯kij · yk ≤ 1 (4.20)
and their corresponding dual variables must be taken into account into the
pricing problem. In fact, let ξij be the dual variables of Constraints (4.20), we
first add the terms∑
i,j∈N+
i<j
ξij · v¯kij +
∑
i,j∈N−
i<j
ξij · v¯kij
to the objective function (4.1). Then, we also add constraint
wi + wj ≤ vij + 1
to the pricing problem for each pair of pickup (delivery) nodes such that i < j.
For what concerns the implementation of the pricing algorithm, we modify
the extension in such a way that when we extend to a node j, we add to the
new label the sum of the costs associated to the node j, that is∑
i∈N+
i<j
ξij
if j is a pickup node, and∑
i∈N−
i<j
ξij
if j is a delivery node.
Let us remark that such inequalities do not change the structure of the
pricing algorithm. In fact, a label can be dominated only by a label that visited
a subset of its nodes. Therefore, all the prices collected by the latter, are also
collected by the former.
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4.6 Infeasibility detection
During the exploration of the branching tree, we may run into nodes corre-
sponding to infeasible partial solutions. Indeed, solving the MP relaxation of
such a node would reveal the infeasibility, but this may require several iterations
of column generation. Therefore we perform a first feasibility check on the node,
in order to detect its infeasibility before computing its continuous relaxation.
If the test succeeds, then the current node may lead to a feasible solution, and
therefore the relaxation is computed. Otherwise, the node is simply discarded.
In details, let us suppose to have a partial solution obtained through branch-
ing, and let suppose that for each group g ∈ G and vehicle m ∈M , we have a
set Fmg of nodes that are fixed into such a group, and a set Emg of nodes that
are excluded. All nodes that do not belong to any of the two sets are free nodes
that may or may not be visited in such a group.
We then build a graph similar to the one in Subsection 3.2, in which we have
a source node s, a depot node t, a node f+i for each pickup node i, a node f
−
i
for each delivery node i, and two nodes pmg and dmg for each available group
of each vehicle.
Now, let us define d˜i as the maximum quantity of demand of node i that is
not fixed into any group, that is if a node is fixed in one group d˜i = di − 1, and
in general
d˜i = di −
∑
g∈G
m∈M
|Fmg ∩ {i}|
We add arcs from s to f+i and from f
−
i to t with capacity d˜i. These arcs limit the
quantity of demand we are free to distribute for nodes that have been fixed in
groups.
Then, for each pickup node i, group g and vehicle m add an arc from f+i to
pmg if i /∈ Emg , and respectively for each delivery node i, group g and vehicle m
add an arc from dmg to f−i if i /∈ Emg . Also, for each pickup node i ∈ Fmg , add
an arc with capacity 1 from s to node pmg, and respectively for each delivery
node i ∈ Fmg , add an arc with capacity 1 from dmg to node t. These arcs impose
that to cover the demand of a station, some flow must pass through the groups
in which such station has been fixed.
Finally, from each node pmg add an arc to dmg with capacity C, and from
each node dmg add an arc to pmg+1, with infinite capacity.
An example of the graph is show in Figure 6, representing the partial solution
in which we have at most 2 groups for each vehicle, and
• node 1 is fixed in group 1 of vehicle 1;
• node 5 is fixed in group 2 of vehicle 2;
• node 2 is fixed in group 2 of vehicle 1;
• node 10 is fixed in group 2 of vehicle 2.
Furthermore, node 1 and 4 are excluded respectively from groups 1 and 2 of
vehicle 2, while 7 and 9 can be visited only by vehicle 2. Node 2 can be visited
only by vehicle 1, while node 3 and 10 care excluded respectively from group 2
of vehicle 2 and group 2 of vehicle 1.
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Figure 6: Example of graph for feasibility check (infinite capacities are omitted).
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Observation 4.5. If the maximum flow going from s to t is less than the overall pickup
(delivery) demand, the partial solution of the branching node is infeasible.
In fact, if the maximum flow is less than the overall demand, it means that
the demand of at least one node has not been satisfied.
The contrary does not necessarily hold: in fact, if a partial solution is infea-
sible, it may still pass the feasibility check, because it is not possible to ensure
that for each vehicle it exists a route that does not exceed resource T .
5 Experimental analysis
We implemented our algorithms in C++, using the SCIP framework [1] version
3.0.2. The LP subproblems were solved using the simplex algorithm imple-
mented in CPLEX 12.4 [23]: the framework automatically switches between
primal and dual methods. To obtain good upper bounds we also included a
generic rounding heuristic from SCIP.
Unfortunately a real instance would consists of hundreds of stations, and
would be out of reach for our methodology. Therefore, as a benchmark we
considered the set of instances used in [13] for the SPSDVRP with 10 nodes.
Each instance describes a randomly generated network with nodes located in
the two-dimensional space [−500, 500] × [−500, 500], with the depot located
at (0, 0). Travelling costs cij are computed as the Euclidean distance between
nodes i and j. Each station has a demand randomly generated between [−10, 10],
where positive values define pickup nodes, and negative values define delivery
nodes, and with the sum of the pickup demands is equal to the sum of delivery
demands. The vehicle capacity C is set to 10, and the number of available
vehicles is 5.
The time limit resource was undefined in the original instances. To obtain
a fair comparison with previous approaches from the literature we set T = 10,
and each tij = 1. This means that each vehicle can visit at most 9 stations before
going back to the depot.
We compared our results with the exact algorithm described in [13], and
sketched in the Introduction, that is able to find optimal solutions for all in-
stances with 10 nodes. We compiled the original C++ source code with addi-
tional optimization flags, linking it to CPLEX version 12.4 libraries instead of
version 12.0. A few additional coding tweaks were needed to ensure correct
runs. Both algorithms have then been executed on a machine with Intel(R) Core
i7-2640M at 2.80 GHz and 8 GB of memory in single thread mode.
In the remainder we refer to our exact branch-and-price algorithm as BPA,
while we refer to the algorithm in [13] as MH.
5.1 Column generation profiling
In a first round of experiments we performed a profiling of our algorithm in
order to detail how the time is spent during the computation of a lower bound.
In Table 1 we report the results obtained at root node. For each instance
we report the total time spent solving the LP during column generation, and
for each type of pricer we report the number of calls, the number of generated
variables, and the total running time. Results show that most of the time is
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spent in solving the LPs. Heuristic pricers are effective, reducing the number of
columns that must be generated by the exact pricer.
In Table 2 we report the results obtained while solving the problem to proven
optimality. Still, solving the LP is usually the most time consuming operation.
In the overall process, the heuristic pricing it is not effective, while the heuristic
integer pricing still manages to reduce the number of calls to the exact pricer.
5.2 Root lower bound
In the second round of experiments we compared both the quality of the lower
bound and the efforts required to obtain it.
In Table 3 we report for each instance the gap and the time needed to MH
to compute a lower bound, the lower bound given by BPA at root node, and
the lower bound and time needed to BPA to obtain the same bound of MH.
Technically speaking, after setting such a target, it often happens that BPA even
improves the bound of MH. The results show that BPA computation times at
the root node are orders of magnitude smaller than the MH ones. However,
the average lower bound given by the BPA at the root node is worse than that
of MH. However, during the exploration of the branching tree, our algorithm
provides on average a better lower bound than MH four times faster.
5.3 Upper bound
Third, we compared the quality and the time needed to compute a good upper
bound for the problem. Let us remark that our algorithm is not intended to be
used as a heuristic, and in fact we did not implement a specific heuristic for
such a problem, but we rather used an off-the-shelf generic rounding heuristic
available in the SCIP framework. Such a heuristic iteratively rounds fractional
variables trying to recover from infeasibility whenever a constraint is violated.
For what concern MH, the algorithm runs its meta-heuristic before and
after computing a lower bound to the problem. In our tests we considered the
solution given by the algorithm after finishing the first meta-heuristic round.
Instead, for what concern BPA we perform two different analyses: first we
stopped the algorithm when a first solution is found. Second, we ran the
algorithm until the gap between the upper bound and the known optimal
solution is zero.
In Table 4 we report for each instance class and for each method, the gap
between the corresponding upper bound and the optimal solution, and the time
required for the computation. For what concern the BPA we report the number
of nodes analysed before reaching its best UB, and the number of nodes and
computation time needed to find the optimal solution. The results show that
a first solution is found quickly, is usually good, and sometimes even optimal.
Furthermore, the optimal solution is usually found in the early phases of the
branching tree exploration, when only few nodes have been analysed. Indeed,
BPA is able to retrieve an optimal solution within the same amount of time
required by MH when used as a heuristic.
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Instance MH BPA
root node gap limited
graph d Gap (%) t (s) Gap (%) t (s) Gap (%) t (s)
n10q10a 52 2.98 33.8 7.22 0.66 2.77 10.15
n10q10A 48 0.00 32.04 9.09 0.36 0.00 2.54
n10q10b 60 2.49 39.31 12.79 0.43 1.92 9.07
n10q10B 32 1.98 56.53 5.75 0.38 1.85 9.92
n10q10c 64 0.00 30.35 0.10 0.70 0.00 1.59
n10q10C 44 4.11 297.73 16.48 0.25 4.08 24.27
n10q10d 54 6.90 31.82 15.61 0.54 6.81 26.74
n10q10D 42 1.64 63.92 31.24 0.47 1.64 160.02
n10q10e 58 4.01 103.65 10.50 0.36 3.98 44.13
n10q10E 58 0.39 73.12 14.73 0.52 0.37 49.88
n10q10f 50 5.62 24.71 20.01 0.53 5.22 35.75
n10q10F 36 0.03 42.65 4.76 0.68 0.00 6.93
n10q10g 52 2.55 29.39 18.38 0.55 2.07 10.08
n10q10G 34 6.35 65.21 11.57 0.37 3.53 4.00
n10q10h 48 3.07 109.46 13.71 0.29 2.96 8.10
n10q10H 62 4.96 92.53 10.54 0.50 4.72 10.31
n10q10i 44 0.47 442.69 31.69 0.71 0.45 42.67
n10q10I 60 6.78 38.54 18.48 0.27 6.42 6.55
n10q10j 56 1.79 38.58 15.11 0.61 1.78 55.00
n10q10J 42 0.00 392.1 37.71 0.36 0.00 12.45
Average 2.81 101.91 15.27 0.48 2.53 26.51
Table 3: Lower bounds on instances with 10 stations and di ≤ 10
Instance BPA MH
optimal sol. first sol.
graph d nodes t (s) Gap (%) nodes t (s) Gap (%) t (s)
n10q10a 52 91 9.33 5.86 75 8.03 0.00 23.10
n10q10A 48 15 1.92 0.00 15 1.92 0.00 25.32
n10q10b 60 110 10.81 23.37 13 3.20 0.00 30.36
n10q10B 32 115 12.10 38.69 4 1.63 1.11 24.55
n10q10c 64 3 0.93 0.00 3 0.93 0.00 26.20
n10q10C 44 86 7.87 7.31 66 6.16 0.00 29.03
n10q10d 54 67 12.65 5.18 34 4.73 0.00 23.58
n10q10D 42 1465 144.00 1.88 107 13.37 2.31 23.26
n10q10e 58 531 51.81 12.90 101 14.07 0.60 24.37
n10q10E 58 227 28.85 22.25 40 6.86 0.92 24.95
n10q10f 50 307 52.64 10.61 34 7.71 0.00 19.37
n10q10F 36 20 3.92 0.00 20 3.92 1.05 23.33
n10q10g 52 115 10.16 21.03 63 6.74 0.00 23.45
n10q10G 34 40 6.41 8.41 12 2.55 4.48 23.10
n10q10h 48 127 9.90 1.42 27 2.36 0.00 24.72
n10q10H 62 272 25.45 3.54 60 7.75 0.00 28.27
n10q10i 44 374 42.57 14.93 13 3.96 0.00 27.37
n10q10I 60 217 18.15 9.46 51 5.80 1.59 24.69
n10q10j 56 426 51.65 24.76 90 14.77 0.00 28.17
n10q10J 42 42 2.70 0.00 42 2.70 0.00 20.04
Average 25.19 10.58 5.96 0.60 24.86
Table 4: Upper bounds on instances with 10 stations and di ≤ 10
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5.4 Solving instances to proven optimality
Finally, we compared MH and BPA in solving instances of SPSDVRP to proven
optimality. In table 5 we report our results. For each instance we report the sum
of the demands d, the computation time for both algorithms and the number of
nodes explored by our BPA.
As we can see, BPA is on average much faster than MH. In fact it is slower
only for three instances, and requires more than 5 minutes of computation only
for one instance.
Instance MH BPA
graph d t (s) nodes t (s)
n10q10a 52 112.53 189 20.21
n10q10A 48 43.87 24 2.69
n10q10b 60 63.58 110 10.82
n10q10B 32 115.24 115 12.11
n10q10c 64 45.67 7 1.63
n10q10C 44 1214.69 652 79.39
n10q10d 54 141.70 724 711.49
n10q10D 42 583.03 1886 187.05
n10q10e 58 343.51 989 113.29
n10q10E 58 211.41 537 59.69
n10q10f 50 93.56 551 106.36
n10q10F 36 60.26 43 6.79
n10q10g 52 99.01 119 10.45
n10q10G 34 292.13 44 6.70
n10q10h 48 2732.18 201 14.77
n10q10H 62 909.23 313 29.09
n10q10i 44 3596.12 388 44.04
n10q10I 60 144.44 217 18.17
n10q10j 56 57.98 616 75.25
n10q10J 42 393.80 235 12.22
Average 562.70 76.11
Table 5: Results on the instances with 10 stations and di ≤ 10
6 Conclusions
We proposed an exact method to tackle a SPSDVRP arising on a bike-sharing
system. That corresponds to the problem of balancing bikes on a network using
a fleet of homogeneous vehicles that may split the demands of each customer
on the network.
In order to reduce its complexity, we modelled the problem by decomposing
routes into substructures called groups. Such groups help to discard sub-optimal
configurations and to limit problem symmetries. They favour also a decomposi-
tion approach from an algorithmic point of view.
To improve the lower bound given by our model, we produced an extended
formulation by using Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. We solved the linear re-
laxation of the extended formulation using column generation techniques, and
integrated such a procedure into a branch-and-price framework. Our ad-hoc
pricing algorithms, branching rules, feasibility detection routines and addi-
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tional cuts proved to be computationally useful. As an overall assessment, our
approach turns out to be faster and more flexible than competitors.
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